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ABSTRACT 

Hanford is one of the Department of Energy’s sites that ships transuranic (TRU) waste to 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). WIPP’s reviscd Hazardous Waste Facility Permit, 
gantcd by the State of New Mexico, required Hanford’s TRU Program to make 
substantial changes to its process for certifying and shipping waste. This paper presents 
the extent of the changcs to WIPP’s pcrmit and describes the way Hanford addresscd the 
new requirements. 

INTRODUCTION 

In November 2006, the New Mexico Environment Department approved changcs to 
\VlPP’s Hazardous Waste Facility Permit [I]. Some of these changes had a direct and 
significant impact on the operations of Hanford’s TRU Program. Confirmation of wastc 
prior to shipment, a new requirement, was to bc implemented as soon as the permit 
revision bccarnc effective. Because of thc new rigor ofconfirmation, other program 
elements werc relaxed. Some of these changes included removing the requirement for 
visual examination (VE) as a quality-control chcck for radiography and reducing the 
levels of review required for validation and verification of Batch Data Reports (BDRs). 
Though the requirements for sampling headspace gas were relaxed from sampling 100% 
ofthe containers to a statistical random selection ofcontaincrs from each waste stream, 
another separate, significant challenge had to be addressed: implementing a random- 
selection process and tracking the status of the containers selected as part of that process. 
The CBFO managed the implementation ofthe new pcrmit on a site-by-site basis. 
Hanford was scheduled as the last site for implementation. 

The reviscd WIPP permit also allowed WIPP to receive rcmote-handled (RH) waste and 
provided a process whereby acceptable knowledge (AK) could be used in lieu oJcertain 
characterization data, called an AK sufficiency determination. The Zlanford Site will ship 
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RH waste to WIPP at some future date and may choose to pursue an AK sufficiency at a 
later date, but is not implementing these options at this time. 

CONFlRhlATlON 

In the past, WlPP relied on rigorous audits and programmatic oversight to assure that 
waste generators complied with the permit’s requirements. With this new modification, 
the state of New Mexico has required that every shipment be “confirmcd” before the 
waste is shipped. Specifically, the generator certifies container, payload and a “virtual” 
shipment in the WlPP Waste Information System (WWIS). WlPP randomly samples 7 
percent of the containers per waste stream per shipment (e.g., one drum from a 14-pack). 
The generator gathers and transmits data on selected containers to WIPP (likely to 
include real-time radiography [RTR] videohudio media, RTR data sheets, visual 
examination technique data sheets, any relevant repack data shcets, and any relevant non- 
conformance reports [NCRs]). WIPP-qualified RTRNE personnel confirm compliancc 
of selected waste containers (i.e., waste stream description, absence of prohibited items). 
WIPP approves the shipment in WWIS. Only then can the generator load and ship the 
waste. If WlPP identifies non-compliant waste, then all shipments of that waste strcam 
are suspcnded and WlPP issues a corrective action report (CAR). 

Implementation of this part of the program demanded careful coordination with WIPP’s 
confirmation team. Members of the confirmation team had to receive extensive training 
on the Hanford waste streams, and administrative systems had to be put in place to allow 
the necessary exchange of information and data related to the process. For each 
shipment, this process starts several weeks ahead of a scheduled shipment so that there is 
enough time to transmit the data and complete thc confirmation team’s reviewhpproval 
cycle. Upon implementation of confirmation, Hanford had the advantage of having a 
backlog of waste certified for shipment to WIPP, awaiting shipment. This backlog of 
certified waste helped minimized the disruption caused by implementing the confirmation 
process. 

llEAD SPACE GAS SAhlPLlNG 

The old version ofthe permit required that 100% of containers destined for WlPP 
undergo headspace gas sampling, Figure 1. This sample was used to help provide a 
hazardous-waste designation and assure that the levels of hydrogen and volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) were acceptable under the transportation safety documentation. The 
permit revision eliminated thc need for any HSGS samples on homogeneous waste 
streams (sludge or S3000 and soil or S4000). These would be designated using AK in 
combination with a statistical sample of the homogeneous solid matrix. Debris waste 
streams (SSOOO) would require HSGS sampling on a statistical, representative selection 
of the waste containers. 
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Fig. I .  Permit headspace gas sampling is an expensive process. 

Statistical Selection 

Under the statistical-sampling provisions of the permit, each waste stream is divided into 
lots. Each lot is sampled with a minimum number of samples (10 samples for HSGS). 
Formulas given in the permit are used to determine if the results are consistent enough to 
be considered representative of the waste stream or if additional samples are required. 

Hanford’s TRU Program modified its AK procedures to allow the statistical analysis and 
then developed a spreadsheet to perform the statistical analysis. Further, the electronic 
tracking system was modified to track which containers were assigned to what lots and 
help assure that a container was not reconciled and/or certified without being assigned to 
a lot and without that lot receiving the necessary sampling. 

Flammable Gas Sampling 

Although the WIPP permit no longer requires every container to undergo headspace gas 
sampling, the transportation safety documents used to ship the waste to WIPP still require 
that the concentrations of hydrogen and VOCs in the containers be known. Permit 
headspace gas samples are significantly more expensive than those used for meeting 
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transportation requircrnents. The former use summa canisters, rely heavily on quality 
assurancc/quality control, and require at least threc levels of review, while the latter are 
drawn using a syringe, are analyzed locally, and require only two levels of review. 
However, while the transportation requirements for gas sampling are less onerous, all the 
containers in a shipment must be sampled. 

To take advantage of the less restrictive requircrnents for flammable gas sampling (FGS), 
Hanford’s TRU Program installed a gas chromatogaph/mass spectrometer system 
dedicated to FGS in a building adjacent to the facility where the drums are stored. Thc 
investment rcquired to install, permit, test, and start operations were significant, and in 
fact, constituted the largest single cost in implementing the new permit requirements. 
However the savings of performing fewer permit-required tISGS events offset the startup 
costs for transportation-required FGS in FY2007. Additional savings will be achieved in 
FY2008 and beyond. Transportation gas sampling capability was established in thc 
immediate vicinity of the warehouses where the drums arc held, minimizing the chain of 
custody rcquiremcnts for the process. Drums are sampled and the samples are analyzed 
immediately. 

VISUAL EXAhIlNATION 

Under the old permit version, waste drums had to be randomly selected for visual 
examination on a yearly basis. This visual examination constituted a quality check on 
radiography. This visual examination was performed in a glovebox where a detailed 
examination of selected waste containers (typically 16 containers) was performed, and as 
such, was a very manpower-intensive and expensive annual evcnt. The new pcrmit 
eliminated this requirement. tlanford implemented procedural changes to allow VE 
(using an operator and a video camera) or VE using the visual examination technique 
(two operators verifying the waste packaging). This VE is available as a tool to use in 
packaging waste, but no longer required as a quality-control check on radiography. 

BATCll DATA REPORT VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION 

Anothcr change in the process came about in validation and verification of the BDRs. 
Formerly, each non-destructive examination (NDE) and HSGS BDR required five 
reviews before it was considered complete: an Independent Technical Review (ITR), a 
Technical Supervisor Review, a Facility Quality Assurance Oflicer Review, a Site 
Quality Assurance Officer Review, and the final review by the Site Project Manager 
(SPM). The permit modification reduced the number of reviews to two - ITR and SPM. 
These two reviews are more comprehensive than they were previously, incorporating 
most, if not all, of the checklist items from the reviews that were eliminated. Overlap, 
however, has been reduced and the process has been streamlined. 
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PROCEDURE CIIAKGES 

Program changes resulted in modifying 27 Hanford TRU Program procedures, including 
some complete rewrites. While this was a huge effort, it was made manageable by 
separating the task into discrete units. Minor procedural changes were made early, pre- 
approved, and then tabled until implementation. The more complicated procedure 
changes were somewhat simplified by observing similar changes at other TRU waste 
generating sites and following suit where applicable. 

Hanford had the advantage ofbeing one of the last sites to implement the WlPP permit 
modification. As a result, Hanford's TRU Program was able to learn from the experience 
other sites gained in developing the program changes and relied heavily on procedures 
developed by the Central Characterization Project (CCP) in developing procedures. 
Finally, significant support was provided by the CBFO, including interactive review 
sessions to revicw and approve those procedures that required CBFO approval. 

CONCLUSION 

Implementation of new WlPP permit requirements constituted a significant change to 
Hanford's TRU Program. 
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